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Oil Diffusers &
Oil Rings

Soapstone Pentagram diffuser
3 1/2” Unicorn Diffuser
Carved of soapstone with
Fill your home with a
great care, this oil diffuser
wonderful scent without
is decorated with small cut
the use of sprays or incense
outs of pentagrams, making
with this unicorn oil burner!
it into a beautiful display
Simply light the candle at
of light from the candle
the bottom and fill the shalwithin. 3 1/2” x 3”
low glass with you favorite

$7.95

OD074

$25.95

OD2795

4” Buddha diffuser
Iron and Copper diffuser
Hourglass Shaped Diffuser
Three Buddhas sit surThis beautifully unique oil
This oil diffuser is all
rounding a tea light burner
diffuser is perfect for both
polished metal and has 3
and supporting a glass conthe altar and the home,
posts to support a bowl
cave dish for oil diffusion,
featuring a black iron base
above a tealight candle
Representing the three most
for a tealight that supports
holder which focuses the
popular poses of the Buda gleaming copper basin for
candle heat accurately and
dha. A nicely detailed piece
your favorite oil. 6” x 2 3/4”
efficiently. 5” x 3”

$27.95

$29.95

OD2872

ODIAL

Soapstone Asst’d diffuser
3 1/2” Green diffuser
Using a simple tealight
A small, carved stone oil
candle, this soapstone oil
diffuser. Perfect for diffusdiffuser will fill the air with
ing small amounts of oil or
your favorite scent. Decorascented water. A recess in
tive holes and designs are
back allows placement of a
carved out around the base.
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”
3 1/4” x 2 1/2”

$7.95

$6.95

$6.95

ODSA

3 1/2” Blue diffuser
A small, carved stone oil
diffuser. Perfect for diffusing small amounts of oil or
scented water. A recess in
back allows placement of a
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

ODSTSG

3 1/2” Red diffuser
A small, carved stone oil
diffuser. Perfect for diffusing small amounts of oil or
scented water. A recess in
back allows placement of a
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

ODSTSN

$6.95

ODSTSR

Stone Ring For Light Bulbs
Fits any ordinary light bulb.
Fill stone channel with
scented oil. The scent is
dispersed by the warmth of
the bulb. 3 1/2” dia.

$3.95

ODOBC

3 1/2” Black diffuser
A small, carved stone oil
diffuser. Perfect for diffusing small amounts of oil or
scented water. A recess in
back allows placement of a
tealight. 3 1/2” x 2 1/2”

$6.95

ODSTSK

Brass Ring For Light Bulbs
Fits any ordinary light bulb.
Fill brass channel with
scented oil. The scent is
dispersed by the warmth of
the bulb. 2 3/4”

$2.95

ORIN

Oil Bottles &
Jars

ORS

Celtic Scent Locket
Amphora Spell
Carved with intricate Celtic
designs both front and back,
this pewter scent locket will
allow you to experience
your favorite scent all day.
Has cord. 1” x 3/4”. Made
in USA.

$11.95

$12.95

JL564

Bottle
These spell oil bottles
include a handmade glass
vial and a silver plated cap
that features a small bail.
Cap must be glued, washer
must be trimmed. No cord.
1 1/4” x 3/4”

$2.95

JOAMP

Cat Ceramic Bottle
Sleeping cat under the
moon is carved into this
clay oil bottle. Wear your favorite oil or keep it safely on
a shelf. Clay corked bottle
with no cord measuring 2”
x 1 12” hire fire ceramic.

$16.95

JOCCAT

Vase Ceramic Bottle
Bulb Spell Bottle
Heart Spell Bottle
Plain vase ceramic oil
Fill this empty jar with a
These heart shaped spell oil
pendant. Wear your favorite
small amount of any mystic
bottles include a handmade
spell oil or keep it safe in
liquid or powder you may
glass vial and a silver plated
this container. Clay corked
need quick access to. Glass,
cap that features a small
bottle made in peru with no
Cork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4”
bail. Cap must be glued,
cord measuring 2” x 1 12” of
x 1/2”. Sizes may vary.
washer must be trimmed.
high fire ceramic. Sizes may
No cord. 1” x 1/2”

$16.95

JOCVAS

$1.95

JOFLA

$1.95

JOHEA
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Economy Jar Spell Bottle
Jar Spell Bottle
Jar Spell Bottle
This long, jar-shaped spell
Among the largest of the
Bring your spell oils and
oil bottle has been designed
spell oil bottles we offer,
sacred waters with you to
to allow you to carry your
this large jar-shaped spell
work magic wherever you
favorite oils, fragrances, and
oil bottle can easily contain
go with the aid of this small,
blessed waters around your
a large amount of your sajar-shaped spell oil bottle.
neck. Cork & Bottle only.
cred oil or holy water. Cork
No cord. 3/4” x 1/4”.
No cord. Glass, cork. 2” x
& Bottle only. No cord.

$1.95

JOJAR

$1.95

JOJARL

Calavera Skull Bottle
Celtic Knot Raku Bottle
Carved into the image of
This clay spell oil bottle
a Mexican Calavera skull
has been sculpted with the
created in celebration of the
symbol of a Celtic knot, an
Day of the Dead. 2 dram.
age old symbol of eternal
No cord. Clay, cork. 1 1/2”
unity. 2 dram. No cord. 1
x 1”
1/2” x 1 1/4”

$16.95

JORCAL

Hamsa Hand Raku Bottle
Used for protection against
the evil eye in the Middle
East and North Africa, this
spell oil bottle has been
sculpted in the image of a
Hamsa Hand. 2 dram. No
cord. 1 3/4” x 1 3/4”

$16.95

JORHAM

$16.95

JORCEL

$1.95

JOJARS

Tree Fairy Raku Bottle
This beautiful spell oil bottle shows a lithesome fairy
sitting within a tree with
flowers blooming and the
full moon rising. Clay. No
cord. 2 dram. 2” x 1 3/4”

$16.95

JORFAI

Paw Raku Bottle
Pentagram Raku Bottle
Amazing little vessel to
A glazed clay bottle ready
hold your favorite spell oils.
for your mystic oil or powPawprint carved into this
der. The glazing is molted
ceramic piece. Wear your
on each bottle and will vary.
favorite oil in this a pendant
2 dram. No cord. Clay,
or keep it safe anywhere.
Cork. 2” x 1 5/8”
Clay corked bottle made in

$16.95

JORPAW

$16.95

JORPEN

Tree of Life Bottle
Vase Raku Bottle
Wolf Raku Bottle
This spell oil bottle depicts
Plain raku bottle high fired
This oil bottle pendant bears
the Tree of Life, a symbol of
and glazed giving each one
a wolf and is perfect for
the union between heaven
a unique look. Wear your
wearing your favorite spell
and earth, upon both of
favorite oil in this a pendant
components. Clay. No cord.
its faces. Clay. No cord. 2
or keep it safe anywhere.
2 dram. 2” x 1 3/4”
dram. 2” x 1 1/2. sold single
Clay corked bottle made in
unit, color is our choice
Peru with no cord measur-

$16.95
Tube Spell Bottle

JORTRE

$16.95

JORVAS

$16.95

JORWOL

12oz Clear Glass Jar (c)
1/4oz Plastic Wide Top (c)
Fill this empty jar with a
Clear glass jar with screw
Plastic wide top jar with
small amount of any mystic
threads to accept a lid,
screw-on cap. A good size
liquid or powder you may
holds 12 oz. 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”
to hold your home-made
need quick access to. Glass,
herbal balms in. 1 1/4” diCork, Brass. No cord. 1 1/4”
ameter and high. 1/4 oz
x 1/2” sizes may vary.

$1.95

JOTUB

$3.95

L12C

16oz Amber with Cap
16oz Clear Glass Jar (c)
This bottle is the perfect
16 oz. Clear Glass Jar
place to store your oils, lotions and other spiritual and
herbal blends.

$5.95

L16AC

$5.95

L16C

L1AC & L1AD Bottle only
1oz Amber with Cap (c)
A 1oz. amber glass bottle
Amber glass protects oils
with threads at top that will
and tinctures from damagaccept a screw top. This
ing infrared and ultraviolet
item is for the bottle only.
light. 1 oz bottle with cap.

$1.75

L1ABOTTLE

$1.50

$1.25

L14PW

16oz Plastic Bottle Flip Top
Capable of holding 16 fluid
oz, this plastic bottle is a
great way to safely store
away your homemade
lotions, essential oils, and
other such creations.

L1AC

$1.95

L16PF

L1AC or L1PC Black Cap only
Black plastic screw cap for
1oz. bottles. Contains an
inner plastic seal to keep
contents sealed. This is the
cap only.

$0.30

L1ACCAP
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1oz Amber with Dropper (c)
Dropper for 1oz bottle only
Amber glass protects oils
A plastic screw cap & eye
and tinctures from damagdropper in one piece. Fits
ing infrared and ultraviolet
1oz bottles.
light. 1 oz bottle with dropper.

$2.95

L1AD

1dr Bottle Blue Dropper
With a dark blue tint that
protects oils and tinctures
from infrared and ultraviolet rays, this bottle holds 1
dram of liquid and comes
with a dropper cap.

$6.95

L1BD

1oz Clear Plastic Bottle Ribbed Cap
These travel-sized, plastic
bottles are spill proof and
damage-resistant, making
them a fantastic way to
carry your ritual supplies
and toiletries with you
when you travel.

$1.95

L1CP

1dr Bottles Amber Round
Amber glass protects oils
and tinctures from damaging infrared and ultraviolet
light. 1 dram bottle with
cap.

$1.95

L1DRA

$1.00

$3.95

L2AS

$0.95

L2DR

$3.95

L1ADDROPPER

L1AS

1oz Clear Glass Jar (c)
Clear 1oz Glass bottle & cap
Clear glass 1 oz jar with lid.
This 1 oz clear glass bottle
2” tall x 1 1/2” wide
is the perfect place to store
your oils, aromatic blends,
and any other such herbal
or alchemical creation.

$2.95

$1.50

L1C

L1CC

5/8dr Bottles Blue Round
1dr Bottles Clear Round
Dark blue glass protects oils
Clear, round 1 dram glass
and tinctures from damagbottles with caps.
ing infrared and ultraviolet
light. 5/8 dram bottle with
cap.

$4.95

$1.25

L1DB

L1DR

1oz Plastic Bottle (c)
1oz Square Clear
Standing 3” tall and meaThis is a1 oz, ( 30ml) square,
suring 1 1/8” in diamglass bottle intended to hold
eter, this semi-translucent
your favorite spell oil or
white plastic bottle with a
herbal mixture.
threaded top can hold up to
1 fluid ounce.

$0.95

$3.50

L2DRA

L1RC

2oz Clear Plastic W/ Disc Top
With a flat disc-top cap,
these 2 oz plastic bottles
are a fantastic container for
your thicker ritual supplies,
such as lotions and shampoos.

$1.95

L2C

2dr Bottles Amber Round
Amber glass protects oils
and tinctures from damaging infrared and ultraviolet
light. 2 dram bottle with
cap.

$1.50

$1.95

L1PC

2oz Amber with Spray
2oz Clear Glass Jar (c)
Amber colored glass bottle
2 oz. Clear Glass Jar with
with a screw on pump cap
lid.
& cover. Spay stem arrives
long allowing you to trim
to meet your specific needs.
Bottle & Pump sold together
but packed separately. 2oz
2dr Bottles Clear Round
Clear glass, round 2 dram
bottles with caps. Best
Quality.

1oz Amber with Spray
Amber colored glass bottle
with a screw on pump cap
& cover. Spay stem arrives
long allowing you to trim
to meet your specific needs.
Bottle & Pump sold together
but packed separately. 1oz

2dr Square Clear

L2CPD

This is a 2 dram ( 1/4 oz)
square, glass bottle intended to hold your favorite
spell oil or herbal mixture.

$1.25

L2SC

4oz Amber with Cap
4 oz Blue with Spray
4oz Clear Glass Jar (c)
This bottle is the perfect
Blue colored glass bottle
4 oz. Clear Glass Jar with
place to store your oils, lowith a screw on pump cap
lid.
tions and other spiritual and
& cover. Spay stem arrives
herbal blends.
long allowing you to trim
to meet your specific needs.
Bottle & Pump sold together
but packed separately. 4oz

$2.50

L4AC

$5.95

L4BS

$3.95

L4C
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4oz Clear Glass Spell Bottle
These clear glass spell
bottles look like miniature
antique milk or medicine
bottles. A great addition to
any ritual or spell practice.

$2.50

L4CBOT

Clear 4oz Glass Bottle & Cap
This 4 oz clear glass bottle
is a must have for anyone
creating their own herbal,
alchemical, and other such
magical creations.

$2.50

L4CC

4oz Plastic Bottle with Flip Top
.5oz Amber Glass Bottle
This plastic bottle is
1/2 oz. Amber Glass Bottle
designed to help you apwith lid.
ply your anointing oils,
colognes, herbal mixtures
and lotions with ease. Screw
on cap has a flip top spout.
Plastic. 4oz

$1.25

L4PF

5/8 dr Bottle Amber Round
Amber glass protects oils
and tinctures from damaging infrared and ultraviolet
light. 5/8 dram bottle with
cap.

$1.25

L5DRA

$2.95

L5A

1/2 oz Frosted Plastic Spray Bottle
Sized for samples within
your business or for fitting
in your carry-on luggage
or purse. Pump spray top.
Frosted Plastic. 1/2 oz

$2.50

L5NPS

4oz Clear Plastic Bottle (c)
A clear plastic 4oz. bottle
with black screw on cap. 5
1/2” x 1 1/2”.

$1.95

L4CP

.5oz Clear Glass bottle
1/2 oz. Clear Glass Bottle
with lid.

$2.95

L5C

8oz Plastic Bottle Flip Top
This bottle is a great way
to safely store away your
homemade lotions, essential
oils, and other such creations. Comes with a screw
on flip spout cap. Plastic.
8 oz

$1.95

L8PF

Square Glass Bottle with Cork
Pads for Lockets (10pk)
Perfume Sampler Bottle & App. Cap
A square clear glass bottle
This is a pack of ten refill
Perfect size for sampling
with included cork that can
pads for oil locket pendants.
perfumes or oils. 1/8” W
hold up to 8.5 ounces of
Use a few drops of your
x 1 T. Comes w/ plastic
fluid. The bottle with cork
favorite scent to last all day!
top and attached dropper.
9” x 1 3/4”
Also works with chambered
.82ml
pendants. 3/8” x 3/8”.
Made in USA.

$5.95
Pipette 1mm Tip

L8SGC

$2.95

LPAD

$0.75

LPERS

1/3oz clear Roll on
Eye Dropper pair
A plastic dropper intended
Great for your favorite perA pair of 4” glass eyedropto aid you in precisely meafumes, scents, and anointing
pers. Used for a variety of
suring liquid drop by drop,
oils, this is a 1/3 oz glass
uses in spiritual practices.
this Pipette specifically
bottle featuring a screw on
features a 1 mm tip.
cap and a roll-on applicator.

$0.50

LPIP1

$0.95

LR3C

$4.95

REYED
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